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Collective impact is a model for achieving tangible change and 
improvement in communities through a series of well-defined param-
eters of collaboration. This article provides a 10-year reflection on the 
University of Georgia Archway Partnership, a university–community 
collaboration, in the context of the parameters of collective impact. 
Emphasis is placed on the backbone organization and the opportu-
nity for universities to serve as backbone organizations. The outcomes 
achieved through the Archway Partnership support the principles 
of collective impact and demonstrate the viability of a new model 
that could facilitate university–community engagement for regional  
and land-grant universities.
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The purpose of this work is to assist partners in identifying, naming, 
and facilitating dynamic relational forces and learning processes 
that shape the effectiveness of community engagement practice and 
partnerships. We offer a hypothetical case to assist in framing and 
discussing concepts of reciprocity and power in partnerships and 
how these dynamics can be mediated through practices and pro-
cesses of civic engagement and transformative learning. We advocate 



that mapping intersects of power and reciprocity, and attending to 
capacities for deliberative civic engagement and transformative 
learning, are crucial practices in effective community-engaged part-
nerships. These three vital practices contribute to the creation of 
conditions that nurture the emergence of individual, institutional, 
organizational, and social transformation generated through com-
munity-engaged scholarship.
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This article describes the development of the Community-Based 
Learning (CBL) Scorecard by a grant -funded consortium of liberal 
arts institutions. The aim of the scorecard was to promote assessment 
that improves student learning with an instrument that employs a 
quantitative scale, allowing for benchmarking across institutions. 
Extensive interviews with faculty who participated in the pilot 
(Charles & Choi, 2013), including specific perceptions of the value 
of using the scorecard to assess the students’ CBL experience and 
improve learning outcomes, were reviewed. Results indicated that the 
CBL Scorecard, with appropriate administration, serves as an adapt-
able tool for assessment of CBL that can provide timely feedback and 
reminders of best practices to faculty. Increasing student response 
rates, the scorecard’s value for faculty development, and improving 
the experience for community partners are discussed.
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Although contemporary models of faculty involvement in publicly 
engaged scholarship recognize the important influence of disci-
plines on faculty members, few studies have investigated disciplinary 
variations empirically. This study used the Biglan classification of 
academic disciplines to analyze publicly engaged scholarly activities 
reported by faculty members during reappointment, promotion, and 
tenure review. The Biglan dimensions (pure/applied, soft/hard, life/



nonlife) were used to explore types of scholarly activity, intensity of 
activity, and degree of engagement. Using interpretive content anal-
ysis, we analyzed 171 reappointment, promotion, and tenure forms 
gathered from faculty members at one research-intensive, land-grant, 
Carnegie-engaged institution in the Midwest. Descriptive statistics 
revealed statistically significant disciplinary variations associated 
with all three Biglan dimensions. Study results provide evidence for 
moving beyond a universal, institutional approach to more nuanced 
discipline-specific policies, professional development programs, and 
support for faculty involved in publicly engaged scholarship.
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It is common for universities that seek community partnerships to 
employ full-time staff, formally sanctioned as boundary spanners, 
to develop and manage such partnerships. These staff are frequently 
administrative or allied staff rather than tenure-track faculty or 
academic unit administrators. Given the multiple interests of uni-
versities and their community partners, it seems likely that boundary 
spanners attempting to design mutually beneficial relationships will 
experience role conflict as they seek to align diverse community and 
institutional agendas. This qualitative study explored the experience 
of role conflict as reported by university staff boundary spanners. This 
study found that role conflict was an integral part of the boundary 
spanner role and that boundary spanners exhibited two responses 
to role conflict: formative responses, directed toward continuing to 
seek mutual benefit, and adaptive responses, wherein mutual benefit 
was not pursued. External factors impacting role conflict were also 
identified.  
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Integrating literature on entrepreneurial business models and 
community-based experiential learning, we propose a new frame-



work to advance the practice of curriculum innovation. Grounded 
in principles of design thinking, the curriculum innovation canvas 
provides a human-centered, collaborative, and holistic platform for 
instructors, curriculum developers, and administrators to engage 
in innovation and implementation of experiential courses or pro-
grams—particularly those that involve community or organizational 
partnerships. The canvas promotes a creative and fluid approach to 
curriculum development. It prompts the consideration of the value 
propositions offered to various stakeholders (students, community 
partners, faculty peers, etc.) as well as how to involve stakeholders in 
the development and implementation process toward mutually bene-
ficial outcomes in a complex and challenging environment. Evidence 
from an extensive prototyping process indicates that it can effectively 
assist instructors, administrators, students, and community partners 
in a variety of contexts.
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